CARRANZA ALSO ACCEPTS MEDIATION PROPOSAL;  
HUERTA URGED TO CONSENT TO AN ARMISTICE

As the battleship Michigan slowly steamed into the harbor of Vera Cruz the sailors looking over the side got their first view of the peaceful war as the dead bodies of marines were carried back to their ships.

Influenza of Villa seen in yielding of Constitutional Chief

Intermediaries now at work for the acceptance of proposal for an armistice to which United States already has agreed.

HUERTA NOT LIKELY TO OBJECT

Reported, denied and reported again that "A C B" diplomats asked Germany, France and England to urge William Howard Taft to make the "Elimination" demand.

WASHINGTON, April 28—The three important factors of the Mexican situation—the United States, the government of Mexico and the Constitutionalists of the north—have been brought in a new agreement on the proposal of mediation.

All agree to accept the proposal submitted by the government of France. It is understood that all difficulties of Mexico will be worked out by the taking it over, rather than by conflict of arms.

General Carranza, leader of the rebels of Mexico, sent in acceptance of the proposal this afternoon. He officially informs the mediation that he will participate in the mediation. However, the mediation is tiring their attention to bring about a tangible result from this preliminary agreement between the two sides. The United States enters the mediation with a notable reservation—the elimination of Huerta. The American government has made it plain that it is not expected willingly to accept this requirement. Its acceptance is "in principle" only, and after favorable conditions.

Prior to the acceptance of Carranza, for which they did not wait, the United States understands that a plan for the declaration of an armistice will be made between the forces of Huerta and those of the United States.

The proposal for a cessation of hostilities, as they now are, will be submitted to the International Committee of Vera Cruz and to the mediation forces equally quiet twenty miles away, has been presented to Huerta and is awaiting his reply.

The United States, and the government, has expressed its willingness to make no further aggression unless, in President Wilson's words, "the killing of Americans demand action.

Now that Carranza has accepted, the same proposal will be sent to him. He will be asked to stop fighting until it can be ascertained that the Americans have made no further aggression, on which the three parties can meet in conference.

CARRANZA ALSO ACCEPTS MEDIATION PROPOSAL;

HUERTA URGED TO CONSENT TO AN ARMISTICE

Soldiers relieve navy on shore at Vera Cruz to-day.

By Richard Harding Davis

Vera Cruz is like a half moon. In the distance, the waters of the city and the harbor are divided by the bay. The great entrance to the harbor is the title of the bridge, the mile-long suspension bridge, and the bay a mile and a half wide. The city is divided by the bay, a mile and a half wide, and the entrance to the harbor is the title of the bridge. The city is divided by the bay, a mile and a half wide, and the entrance to the harbor is the title of the bridge.

This Morning's News

The Mexican situation

The Mexican situation is in the hands of the Constitutionalists, who have agreed to accept the proposal for an armistice.

The four important factors of the Mexican situation—the United States, the government of Mexico and the Constitutionalists of the north, have been brought in a new agreement on the proposal of mediation.

The mediation is tiring their attention to bring about a tangible result from this preliminary agreement between the two sides. The United States enters the mediation with a notable reservation—the elimination of Huerta. The American government has made it plain that it is not expected willingly to accept this requirement. Its acceptance is "in principle" only, and after favorable conditions.

Prior to the acceptance of Carranza, for which they did not wait, the United States understands that a plan for the declaration of an armistice will be made between the forces of Huerta and those of the United States.

The proposal for a cessation of hostilities, as they now are, will be submitted to the International Committee of Vera Cruz and to the mediation forces equally quiet twenty miles away, has been presented to Huerta and is awaiting his reply.

The United States, and the government, has expressed its willingness to make no further aggression unless, in President Wilson's words, "the killing of Americans demand action.

Now that Carranza has accepted, the same proposal will be sent to him. He will be asked to stop fighting until it can be ascertained that the Americans have made no further aggression, on which the three parties can meet in conference.

Influenza of Villa seen in yielding of Constitutional Chief

Intermediaries now at work for the acceptance of proposal for an armistice to which United States already has agreed.

HUERTA NOT LIKELY TO OBJECT

Reported, denied and reported again that "A C B" diplomats asked Germany, France and England to urge William Howard Taft to make the "Elimination" demand.

WASHINGTON, April 28—The three important factors of the Mexican situation—the United States, the government of Mexico and the Constitutionalists of the north—have been brought in a new agreement on the proposal of mediation.

All agree to accept the proposal submitted by the government of France. It is understood that all difficulties of Mexico will be worked out by the taking it over, rather than by conflict of arms.

General Carranza, leader of the rebels of Mexico, sent in acceptance of the proposal this afternoon. He officially informs the mediation that he will participate in the mediation. However, the mediation is tiring their attention to bring about a tangible result from this preliminary agreement between the two sides. The United States enters the mediation with a notable reservation—the elimination of Huerta. The American government has made it plain that it is not expected willingly to accept this requirement. Its acceptance is "in principle" only, and after favorable conditions.

Prior to the acceptance of Carranza, for which they did not wait, the United States understands that a plan for the declaration of an armistice will be made between the forces of Huerta and those of the United States.

The proposal for a cessation of hostilities, as they now are, will be submitted to the International Committee of Vera Cruz and to the mediation forces equally quiet twenty miles away, has been presented to Huerta and is awaiting his reply.

The United States, and the government, has expressed its willingness to make no further aggression unless, in President Wilson's words, "the killing of Americans demand action.

Now that Carranza has accepted, the same proposal will be sent to him. He will be asked to stop fighting until it can be ascertained that the Americans have made no further aggression, on which the three parties can meet in conference.